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Note : 1. There are two sections in this question paBer" ln the beginning only See. 1 will be given.

2. Sec. 1 is to be completed in at most 1'Hr. Write your answers in the I t given & return.
lf you complete it earlier return it & get Sec. 2"

3. Use separate sheet for rough work in Sec. 1. Write only answer in the [ ] given.

4. Attempt Sec.2 in Main Answer bobk.

Q - 1 !n the following statement write "T" if the statement is true & "F" if the statement is false in the

1.

2.

3.

11.

L2.

13.

I I given against each question.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

lf two angles are supplementary, then they form a linear pair. I

To construct a quadrilateral, measures of at least five parts are

necessary. I

On two opposite walls of a room, a line is drawn on each. These lines cannot

be co-planer. I

22,rt==hence nisarationalnumber. t
7

lf the radius of a circle is doubled, its circumference is doubled. t

lfthediameterofacircleisdoubled,its circumferenceisdoubled. t

Two distinct rays having the same initial point are called opposite rays. t

A regular octahedron has twelve edges. I

The line passing through two points in a half plane of line 4, intersects /. t

ln a triangle, the angle substended by a side at the orthocenter and the corresponding

angle at vertex are Supplementary. t
_>

tAB CBA

For a line- segment, the point equidistant from its endpoints is its midpoint. t

It is possible that none of the two angles forming a linear pair, is an acute

angle.

t4. ln a circle, distance of any chord from its centre is never Zero.

15. lf the orthocenter of a triangle is in its exterior, then its circumcentre is also

in the exterior.
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2. tf the length of altitude on hypotentlse in an isosceles right angled triangle is p,

find its area, t\
I P,rq.l,/ \f,|" \

e -2 IAI Write only answer in the t I given" Use answer sheet for rough work. [201

1. ln AABC, CA =CB. Square BCDE is drawn outwards on Cg. FindmzDAB. t l

I1

3. ln AABC , AB = c, BC=a and CA=b. Bisector of ZA, intersects-BC in D. Find BD in terms

t1of a,b,c.

4. lf the length of a rectangle is increasedby LO%, by what % the breadth should

be decreased so that area remains same ? t1
lBl Answer the following questions selecting the proper choice from those given below

Each question. Write only the letter (a, b, c or d) in the I I given.

t. tf the length of an altitude in an equilateral triangle is G, what is its area? t l

(a) 2^/6 (b) 2^15 (c) ^E (d) G
Z. ln a right angled triangle, length of hypotenuse (c) and length of a side (a) are consecutive

integers. What is the square of the other side ?

(a) ca (b) : (c) c + a (d) none of these

3. A rectangular field has its breadth half of its length. lf the fencing around it measure .f,

units, what is its area?

(a) ,rt (b) * (c) + (d) *
4. lf the radius of a circle is increased LOO%, by what % will its area be increased? I 1

(a) too% (b) 2oo% (c) 3oo% (d) 4oo%

5. What is the area of the largest triangle inscribed in a Semicircle of radius r? I 1

(al r2 (b) + (c) r (d) 2r2

6. ln circle with centre at P,ffi3n66 are congruent chords. lf mz CPD =100, t I

mZ ABP =?
(a) 100 (b) 40 (c) 80 (d) L4o

7. What is the radius of a sphere whose Volume eq'uals 36n ?

(b) 3'tt (c) ' e n (d) 3

[101

(a) 27

8. lf Sec O = a then SiIl O =

t1

tl

tl
(a) : (b) + (c) F (d) #

g. What is the measure of the angle between the minute hand and the hour hand of

a clock at 10 minutes past 6 O' clock ? t 1

(a) L2o (b) 122: (c) t25 (d) n7:
10. A square has equal measure of its perimeter and area. How much is its side ? [ I

(a) 2 (b) 1 (c) 8 (d) 4



Section - 2
Q-g Find the answers showing calcutations. Draw the required rough figure. (161

1. tn AABC, BD is a median having its mid point f.d n AB = {F}. lf BF =5 units, find

AB.

Z. ln a Square, the length of diagonalis'd'. Find the length of the diagonalof anothersquare

having twice the area of the given square.

3. ln ff ABCD, dia. B-D, bisects zABC. lf AC = BC, mzBDC =80 and mzACB = 20, find mzBAD.

4. A rectangle is inscribed in a AABC (as shown) having length, double than breadth.

a lf BC=b and corresponding altitude is h, find the

\ nreadth in terms of b, h

I

h

I

t

.J

e-+ Carry out the following constructions showing all steps with explanation. Proof is more

important than accurate figure. lf you do not have compass box, draw the rough figures.

(14)

1. construct n PQRS given PS= 5cm, QS =7 ctrr, QR = 6 cm and mzPSQ = 60 and also

FS il 8R..

2. Given line / and a point P, not on / . Construct an isosceles right angle triangle having

one vertex P and hypo. Lies on /.

Q - 5 Comptete the proof of the following riders. lt is not necessary to write nDala" and 'To Prove"

t1s)

1. ln the Figure, T--1 ABCD and l-l DBEF are rectangles. Prove that their areas are equal.

F
Hint : Draw altitude in A.

2. Prove: lf two angles of a triangle are congruent, the Sides opposite them are also congruent.

Hint : Use the law of Trichotomy

OR

Fix proper correspondence.

ln L ABC, AP is altitude and AP2 = BP X CP" Prove that it is a right angled triangle.Q-6 (101
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